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Five Fingers for Marseilles is the first South African Western movie with
a predominantly black cast. It stars Mduduzi Mabaso, Vuyo Dabula, Zethu Dlomo, Hamilton Dhlamini, Lizwi Vilakazi, Kenneth Nkosi and Warren Masemola to name a few. Five Fingers for Marseilles will hit cinemas
in April and According to the movie's director, Michael Matthews, the
movie was a huge challenge to make. The Market Theatre was abuzz on
Wednesday night (07 March) as celebs and members of the media gathered for the premiere of the much talked about local movie Five Fingers
for Marseilles. Rhythm City star Mabaso said he couldn’t believe that he was
part of South Africa’s first western-inspired film. “I’m excited because I still
cannot believe that it’s me starring in a western film and

PRINCE KAYBEE X SHIMZA BEEF
Prince KayBee & Shimza Still at War, Heavy K Calls Truce
Shimza and Prince Kaybee are still at each other’s throats after it
was reported that the two-house DJs and Producers went at each
other on Twitter over the ownership of the late summer banger
“Club Controller”. The exchange of words escalated very quickly
after Prince Kaybee tweeted, saying that Shimza cannot even produce. From there on it became an exercise of masculinity and bravado. The war of words between DJ Shimza and Prince Kaybee
became more toxic than a nuclear power plant on Thursday (08
March), after Shimza dismissed Heavy K’s attempts to get the pair
in studio to kiss and make up.

Kwesta & AKA to
perform at SXSW
A year after slaying audiences in Texas at SXSW, Kwesta is making a
return to the prestigious music festival, and this time he’s going with
AKA. It was announced this week that the pair will be performing
alongside Talib Kweli and several others at the Blast Live event in Austin next weekend. The shows will come only weeks after SA DJ Black
Coffee performed at the prestigious Apollo Theatre in New York.
Black Coffee was one of only a handful of DJs to have ever played at
the venue. He used his experience to encourage other South African
artists to join him on the venue’s legendary list of performers. As if
that’s not enough, AKA will then head to the Sounds from Africa &
the Caribbean show to be held at 800 Congress avenue the next day
to do what he does best, music!

Skwatta Kamp release a touching tribute titled “There
You Go” To celebrate the third anniversary since the
death of Flabba. It’s been 3 years since Nkululeko
'Flabba' Habedi was killed and his Skwatta Kamp band
members have honoured his memory by releasing a new
track, Conversations With Flabba. Taking to Twitter,
Flabba's close friend and Skwatta Kamp member Shugasmakx revealed their plan to pay tribute to him on the
anniversary of his death. Speaking to Drum magazine
earlier this week Flabba's friend and musician, Slikour
said his death took its toll on the group because they
were more like family. "Flabba’s death was hard on us
and no one in the group knew Sindisiwe personally for
her to come and apologise for what she did. Fact is,
Flabba is not coming back and she has to live with herself – which is harder than being judged by us," he told
the publication.

Shakeup at SABC as Robert Marawa and Glen Lewis to join
Radio 2000
Building up to major radio line-up changes in April, Sports
presenter Robert Marawa is set to hit back the airwaves
again, but this time he will be joining Radio 2000. Popular
sportscaster Robert Marawa is set to join Radio 2000 as the
host of a new two-hour sports show between 5pm and 7pm
on week days that will take the fight to his former employers
Metro FM.
Marawa left his famed 083 Sports@6 with Robert Marawa
slot on Metro FM last year after protesting against the suspension of his then producer Beverly Maphangwa, which he
said was unfair. Millions of radio listeners have complained
bitterly on social media since Marawa and Metro FM parted
ways acrimoniously last year in July and the veteran sportscaster’s decision to rather join in-house rivals Radio 2000 will
ignite an unprecedented battle for the sports airwaves.

EVENTS

R1.4 MIL SCHOOL SPORT COURT

Champions of the Supersport Let’s Play Challenge 2017, Jan Van Riebeeck Primary School were presented with a multi-purpose sports facility in Springs, on
Friday the 2nd March courtesy of brands such as Steers which has encapsulated what it means to pay it forward by proudly supporting the initiative for the
past two years.
The R1.4 Million multipurpose sports facility was awarded to Jan Van Riebeeck
primary school who faced stiff competition from schools across the country to
emerge as the champions of the 2017 edition of the annual Let’s Play Physical
Challenge. The ceremony was attended by key stakeholders which included
the Department of basic Education, Sports and recreation, the Physical Education Institute of South Africa, UNICEF SA and Hitachi.
With the vision of fully helping the school children become productive and
successful in their lives, " We are very excited to have become this close with
the initiative, as we aim to change how education is viewed and what children
link it with” as stated by Adolf Fourie: Steers Marketing Executive. This year
we present to Laerskool Jan Van Riebeeck a fully equipped sports court, that is
not only for the school but built for the community.
This year’s Let’s Play Physical Education Challenge will engage with more than
500 Primary schools, increasing the participation to that of last year. STEERS
encapsulates what it means to pay forward by supporting the Let’s Play Initiative by ultimately providing a resource that would have been a mission to obtain.

EVENTS
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ONE SOURCE LIVE @ THE SANDS
Name: One Source Live
Line Up: Khuli Chana, Sho Madjozi, and
DJ Voodoo, and more
Date: Saturday 3 March 2018
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MPHO
My name is Mpho Fweta I was born in Zimbabwe on the 6th of December 1993, my parents were in exile so a week after I was born
I came back to South Africa. I am from
Bloemfontein. My family are is originally
from Bloem but I grew up in Pretoria, so that
is where I am currently situated. I am studying Law at Unisa and also trying to pursue my
acting and Modeling career with made2fly.
I would say this career actually chose me
rather than me choosing it, from a very
young age I was always photographed for
school brochures and billboards and as I was
growing up I was always told to do something within the industry. I did drama in
school and I was good in it but only later in
my life did I realize that maybe this is what I
should be doing, and since then I’ve been
loving it.
I would say Oprah is my inspiration because
before she arrived where she is now, she was
rejected by a lot of people and places because of how she looked or by her skin colour. I can relate to her story because I felt I
was too short and too thick to fit in this industry, most agencies rejected me before I
found the one I am with now. She basically
taught me not to give up, she never gave up
and neither did I.
My biggest accomplishment thus far is my
feature in the series “Ikhaya” on mzanzi
magic, which was an amazing experience.
I don’t have twitter or facebook but I do
have instagram , my handle is Mpho___
( that’s three underscores behind my name ).

My Name is Mondli Sibiya age 25, I was born and raised in Tsakane till I
moved to Katlehong about
a year ago due to work. I am currently working as a fitness professional at a
corporate club at SAB
in Alberton. I also work as a Photographer during my spare time.
I started training at a very young age, I was inspired by my uncle who
used to do marathon
competitions. I had it in me to choose fitness instructor as a career
after I was encouraged by
many individuals in the neighbourhood to do the Personal
training course. Unfortunately,
couldn’t pursue the career then due to lack of finance. It
was only when I was retrenched at my
previous job back in 2016 that accumulated the finances
to do a short course at Trifocus Fitness
Academy. I have been in the fitness industry for a year
now.
I am highly inspired by education, and more individuals who take good care of their health through
training and eating right. I wish more people could
get educated about the healthy lifestyle so we
can prevent more diseases affecting our lives.
One of my biggest highlights so far was when I got
a promotion at work from a fitness instructor
to club manager in just 4 months and I was appointed as club manager of the year in 2017 out of
10 clubs.
My goal and my satisfaction comes
through seeing people getting their results
or helping clients
reach their fitness goals. it is always seem
impossible until it’s done through discipline.
I had the opportunity to be something else
in life I would be Minister of Health.
Twitter @MS_Calisthenics

B O R N

L E G E N DAR Y
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Tell us about your kasi, I’m from Kwa Mashu in Durban notorious for being one of the unsafe hoods back in the days but
now things have changed. Now we’ve have got successful
people coming out of it, he likes Siyabonga Nomvete, Zakes
Bantwini, Zulu boy and myself of course
Where did your passion for music come from, when did you
know you wanted to pursue music as a career platform? I
knew from the age of 10 years old but the affirmation came
from my dad telling me that all these other singers their singing because it’s their hobby and their getting paid to do what
they love and from then, that’s when I decided to music.
How patient did you need to be from your single, to almost
releasing an album and to actually releasing one now? I had
to be very patient though it was hard to be in terms of trying
to get myself out there and trying to be heard but at the latter
stage I learnt to be patient because this is my craft. So, I needed to take the time to make sure that I tell the story in the way
people can be ready for me, because you going to go into business to compete. Especially after doing a huge track like LALA.
Would you say you not ready to be on your own as a solo artist? I think I wasn’t reading because I wasn’t aware of what I
was getting myself into, because there’s the music business
and there’s the music industry and di had to learn the music
business in order to make money.
As a creative when in the studio, where do you draw line between the business side of things and the musical aspects
without having to thinking about the business side that
much? With the release of my album I just want wanted to sort
out the business side of things first prior to engaging in working together though it tends to be difficult because now it
affects the whole creative vibe that makes the magic of the
music come alive.

Now that you’ve got the album let’s talk about it… The album
is titled the music volt 8.0 the 8.0 stands for the 8 years of
waiting. And the Volt comes from me making music and putting away over time. And everything else has come together
perfectly and at the right time since now we are rebranding,
we have musically evolved from the previous sound.
What can we expect from this new album? Firstly, you should
expect soulful music, the album is more sensual and has a lot
of soul and just sticking to the house element at the content.
So, going forward with this album, should we expect singles
being released? You should expect a back to back release of
singles, right now I just dropped a single titled “Brand new”,
the video has also dropped as well and it’s nothing short of
amazing. People can check it out on YouTube and look forward to seeing me much more.

What have been the important lessons you had to learn throughout these 8 years? It’s that you need to believe in yourself, no one
will buy into you if you not buying into yourself, you need to be
confident, Separate business from the personal side of things to
be able to understand your vision and to be loyal to your vision,
your plan needs to be flexible to make the vision come to life and
you must think of the outcome first before you think of the income because that will take care of everything else.
For someone who to be in the music industry but is dis courage
by the number of new artists coming in and the dropping of CD
sales, what would you say to them? They must find their niche
and work on pleasing their market because the market is made of
millions of people who like different things and just capitalize on
that.
Any last words going forward?
Get the album, listen to it, it’s available on all digital platforms.
Social Media handle?
Instagram @Museeq_iq
Twitter @Museeq_IQ
Facebook page Museeq IQ
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In 2017, he dropped his lead single to his debut album Tropiican
Jig. The single called Sefolosha is inspired by South African NBA
Player Thabo Sefolosha and has received astounding appraisals
from the hip hop landscape. The album, which subsequently
dropped on the 8th October debuted no.3 on the charts. Stilo
Magolide has just released the second single off Tropicana Jiiig,
called YASHO, which has been touted by many as an anthem for
the streets.
Stilo has always kept the streets buzzing beyond his TV exploits,
fashion and pop culture influence. Stilo forms part of one of
SA’s most high-profiled hip-hop acts, known as BoyznBucks,
together with the likes of Riky Rick. He is by far one of the few
individuals who possesses “That Thing, a unique ability to shape
how we view South African pop culture and its current musical
sound.
In 2010, under the alias Choclate, Stilo Magolide made his television debut as part of the Cream Cartel team on Vuzu. The reality
show became a prominent influence for the urban market and
organically became the springboard for his work in fashion. His
streetwear label W.A.T.E.R was launched in 2011 and has since
gained popularity with the likes of Nigerian powerhouse rapper
Ice Prince adorning his apparel in the revered music video of The
N Word as well as legendary Nigerian rapper Naeto C for the Chanel O Music Video Awards 2013.

In the past 24 months we have seen Magolide prove that he too is
a formidable force to be reckoned with, elevating his music career
and industry presence by miles. He took giant steps which saw him
collaborate with the likes of Hip-Hip extraordinaire “Nasty C”
amongst others.
As usual, we exclusively invited the ever eccentric Stilo Magolide
to come have a chat with us at the Kas’lam Headquarters to talk
about his unique sense of fashion, style and music.
From which Kasi are you from? I’m from the South of Johannesburg, representing the whole South scene and the extended family, South West.
So, tell us where journey in the entertainment scene begin? My
journey in artistry started with my first T.V appearance when I was
5 years old in Lira’s music video. And ever since I never looked
back.
In terms of your music, how did you get your break? Music started off as a hobby, decided to take it seriously through a bet I won
with my ex-girlfriend. We were watching a music video and I said;’’
I could do better and she said if you can do better, then do it’’ and
that was it.
In terms of 2018, what can we expect from you? A lot of videos
which will be a minimum of 4 videos a month, play with other kids.
And just greener pastures.
Hip-hop has evolved in terms of sound and bars. What influence
are you bringing? I’m the pioneer of diversifying your sound,
bringing in different elements and crossing genres, more than anything not stepping into the traditional format of doing things like
rhyming.
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And tell us more about your album. The album
dropped last year and right now we are just working
on producing the visuals to the tracks. There’s a video
dropping before Valentine’s Day, featuring J Claude
called “A minute”. Which by the way it is a beautiful
love track.
Aside from the music what else in fashion are planning on? There’s a collection or two that I’m planning
to release which are caps that will be exclusive and
expensive. Hopefully do a collaboration with a brand
just to make the fashion world be a little more fun.
For someone who looks up to you, what advice would
you give them? Keep doing what you’re doing and
don’t let anyone put you down or change your mind.
Stop hanging around people who do not elevate you
or motivate you in anyway.
Stilo Magolide is active and immensely influential on
Social Media,
he can be found on the following:
Twitter: @stilomagolide_ https://twitter.com/
StiloMagolide_ (65 000)
Facebook: Stilo Magolide https://www.facebook.com/
StiloMagolide (108 319)
Instagram: StiloMagolide http://instagram.com/
STILOMAGOLIDE
(186 000)
SoundCloud: Stilo Magolide https://soundcloud.com/
stilomagolide
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCoEnxOJN8GQqyZcHsaQeXog
Day Off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DUTY9UL73XM
(553,395 views)
Shukumisa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jKCPnRGysMw
(71 514 views)
More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kf5HEYK4oG
o (44,472 views)
Pose Like Stilo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ST8Ao7OSzN4
(144 000 views)
Mr Party: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1Zl82NOGbWo
(56 621 views)
Sefolosha: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zcv_VTdhjdE
(46,333 views)
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"Keep doing what you’re doing

and don’t let anyone put you
down or change your mind.
Stop hanging around people
who do not elevate you or motivate you in anyway. .”

- Stilo Magolide
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Please tell us which Kasi you come from?
Im from Mpumalanga from a small town called kraalsKop.
We know you from Cashtime, could you tell us about your
transition, how’s life at Kalawa?
I’ve been there for quite some time now, and so far, it’s been
beautiful. You get to learn more about the industry. The transition was more about growth because there’s more to see,
more to explore and even experience and so far, it has been
great.
Tell us more about your current album ‘’Blue skies’’…
‘’Blue Skies” following my first album “Home coming”, I was
still trying to find my feet in the industry since the move to
Johannesburg. And I was missing home a lot on the first one.
Now Blue skies is just me saying even after everything, I made
it in the city, we are good now.
You mentioned finding your sound through Home Coming,
tell us more about that…
Yeah, I meant I have established what my sound is, because
now I no longer have to explain what kind of sound I do. The
beauty to it is that now when you hear the song you can tie
me to it because it is my sound and that’s who AB Crazy is
about.
So, what’s next from now?
I’ll be doing a Blue Skies tour and right now I’m working on an
EP. I’m also doing gigs

When you not in the forefront of music what are you doing?
Look my whole world has just wrapped around music so if I’m
not the rapping, I’m singing, if I’m not singing then I’m producing
In terms of your goals and inspiration where do you see yourself headed to?
I currently run the Kalawa Jazzme Hip – Hop division. So see
myself bringing in a lot of artists and push them to do work. I’m
waiting for that time where I can be able to give upcoming artists to have more creative input in their work either than taking
away from them. I want to do for them like what Oskido did for
me, which is give me creative freedom.
You mentioned you were the first Hip Hop artists signed under
Kalawa Jazzme Records, what were the challenges you faced?
You have to understand w0hat you are getting yourself into
firstly, No really came up to me and asked can you run with this,
I took it upon myself to take the responsibility of it. There was
no pressure at all because I felt I needed to do this. They just
gave me a platform to say do what you need to do.
So what lesson did you learn through your journey?
You need to be comfortable with who you are, believe in yourself and take responsibility of your dream, to make things happen keep moving until your time comes.
How did you turn your product into profits?
Well there’s business, there’s twitter and obvious there’s selling
product. If I drop a track I need to get people talking we have
twitter for that, and through twitter I sell my product by twitting and posting, like my album I have something to sell and if I
don’t have an album to release or product to sell then why am I
posting!?
Any last words you’d like to put out?
Still pushing my Album Blue Skies, look out for more features
and we just going to have a great year.

It is not often one gets to witness the birth of a brand new black
owned franchise. The market for common and traditional Kasi
food restaurant possesses great potential and is constantly growing. A proper formalized food business is just what the economy
needs and businesses such as Nkukhu Box and KwaMzala Shisa
Nyama are destined for greatness. We visited this impressive and
promising restaurant to find out more about it’s origins and expansion plans.
For anyone who doesn't know you, can you please introduce
yourselves.
I’m Xolani Mokoena from Kwa Zulu Natal, New Castle and I’m
Sanelisiwe Mokoena also from New Castle.

From the beginning can you give us the background of how and
when you started your chisa nyama restaurant? It started in the
year 2010 and we started off by selling hot dogs from a hot dog
stand on 5th Avenue in Springs, during the day and we would
change locations and at night we would move next to the club
called DJz up until 2013, that’s when we were able to open up our
first fast food restaurant.
How did you and you wife transcend from selling hotdogs to
opening up a restaurant? Mainly we had a purpose and a vision
of having not ending up just selling hotdogs but to grow our business. We saw potential, made a decision to save up some money
until it was enough to get a building to actually sell from.

How many employees did you start with, and how many employees do you have now? It was just my wife and I when we first
started which was from 2010 to 2013. After opening our first shop
we then hired 3 employees and gradually grew to 27 employees.
Where did the name "Mzala" come from?
My husband would normally address people who came to buy as
"Mzala" and they would in turn refer to him by that name too. So,
when it came time to register our business, I saw it fit to use the
name because it’s the name that people are used too anyways.
How would you describe your shisa nyama restaurant and how
would you describe your menu?
Well we have our own secret ingredients to making our food delicious but at most our food is fresh, clean and simple, and the
most part of it, we love what we do.
It’s like any other restaurant but then difference is that of we
offer a variety of foods such as number of salads to choose from,
cooked vegetables and other meals such as burgers.
What made us choose to have varieties of food was because of
our customers, they wanted something different all the time so
we listened to them and catered to their needs.
How do you both manage to work with each other and sustain
both your marriage and business partnership? Honestly, it’s not
as easy. Like any other partnerships, there were times where we
would disagree on certain things but we always had to remind
ourselves of the bigger picture and the vision we had.
What are the 3 necessary steps to help guide anyone who wants
to start up? Firstly; people should eliminate all sorts of pride. For
it is imperative to start from the bottom especially when you
want to grow your business. Secondly; have a vision of where you

want see your business growing and thirdly; persistence and passion for what you're doing.
So, did you go to a culinary school? No, I actually didn't go to
school. cooking is something that I really love doing and my skill
developed over time and that now I’m in a position where I can
actually train people who came out of culinary to come work for
us.
where do we see Mzala's vision in the next 5 years?
In the next 5 years we would like for kwaMzala to become a franchise, for it is a good investment.
What made you carry on business in Springs CBD?
It goes back to starting from the bottom and working your way
up to the top really. Where we are has actually groomed us in
terms of the business pace of things. So now we are able to actually meet the fast pace demands of our surroundings because we
started out small and eventually grew.
What are the lessons would you say you learned throughout
your journey?
There is one vital lesson we think everyone starting a business
should learn, and that is patience. Nothing beats patience and
consistency. Work hard and never stop pushing yourself to realize
your dream and vision, stay committed and give it time to mature.
Learn from your mistakes and listen to what your customers say
at all times.

Google Kwa-Mzala Shisanyama
for more details

Custom Beer Labels
After a long day, coming home with a six-pack of his favorite brew is a nice gesture. But these labels take the gift to another level, and
make the brown bottles worthy of a special holiday or occasion. Simply upload three of his favorite photos (one from a few different
stages of his life could be a fun idea!) and add text, if desired. Then, scrape off the original beer labels (a little bit of Goo Gone does
wonders to remove any excess adhesive) and replace them with the new and improved personalized ones.
Handsome Shaving Kit Bag
For the guy who totes his shampoo, razor, and other grooming essentials in a plastic bag when he leaves home, a gift that takes his
travel style up a notch—and compliments him on his good looks at the same time. Even if you tell him how handsome he is on a daily
basis, let this dopp kit pass the message along even when he’s out of town. Accented with navy blue, the light brown nylon bag is just
as attractive as he is. Plus, it’s roomy enough to hold everything he needs, even for a whole week away.
Date Night In: More Than 120 Recipes to Nourish Your Relationship
The couple who cooks together stays together. OK, that might not actually be a saying, but this cookbook, which promises more than
100 recipes to nourish your body and your relationship—will certainly spice things up. The recipes—from appetizers like crostini with
ricotta to dinners like fennel-crusted lamb chops, and desserts like dulce de leche and nectarine creamsicles—may sound and feel fanciful enough for a date night out, but they are actually easy enough to pull together in your own kitchen. Also available in an e-book,
so you can prop your tablet up and get cooking.
Date Bucket List
Feel like you’ve exhausted all of the good choices on Netflix? Or maybe you’re simply starting to get a little bit of cabin fever? When
you’re stuck in a date-night rut, look to this fun game for ideas that’ll get you off the couch and out of the house in no time. And
they’re not all nighttime activities, either. The bucket, which is small enough to fit in your desk drawer, comes with 25 practical ideas,
like getting up early to watch the sunrise and grabbing breakfast afterward or attend a lecture at a local museum or university.
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Staheekum Country Slippers
Winter mornings can test the human spirit. The darkness and the cold are forces to battle. Let him take on the challenge of the weather and the day ahead by outfitting him with these warm, cozy, tough slippers. Leather uppers with a cheery Buffalo plaid lining are
warm and sturdy, and the rubbers soles allow for quick trips to the wood pile or the street to set the trash out. The shoes are available
in whole sizes only, from 8 to 14. Narrow and medium-width half sizes should order the next size down; wide-width half sizes should
order the next size up.
Letters to the Love of My Life Read Me When Box
Writing love letters sounds like a romantic memory of the Victorian era. But you can bring that romantic dream alive again. You just
have to put pen to paper. This fill in the blank set of notes guides a modern lover along the way. Each paper features prompts with
blanks that you fill in with the appropriate sentiments. Example: “I love celebrating the special day we __. I’ll never forget it, even the
__parts.” Seal the envelopes and place in the keepsake box. Send the letters as needed for a dose of romance. The set comes with
nine cards and matching envelopes.
Get It On Body Wash by Plant Bath & Shower Gel
There are times when that old, familiar bar of supermarket soap simply isn’t inspiring enough. When boredom strikes, let him break
out this gorgeous-smelling shower gel (or bubble bath!) from Plant. With notes of sandalwood, cedar, and ginger, it’s the perfect
squeeze. The formula, which comes in a 9.3-ounce plastic bottle, is also all-natural and contains no parabens, petroleum products, or
silicones. And the gentle lather is suitable for sensitive skin. By the way, the body wash is made in New York State by handicapped
adults at nonprofit workshops. So you can feel even more better all over.
Erotic Chocolates as Cool Gifts for Men
Every guy loves a few chocolates, but imagine some Erotic Chocolates and the effect they can have on your foreplay and sexy times.
Erotic chocolates are basically regular chocolates, but they are shaped conveniently and filled with delicious creamy and alcohol fillings
that will make them at the more enjoyable for you and your partner. He is sure to enjoy this gift idea for him, and who says you can't
have fun enjoying the gifts for boyfriends yourself? With these sexy chocolates, you can be sure to put the sweet back in "Sweet Jesus!
Erotic Food for Boyfriends
Getting him to come over to your place for a late-night meal can be a sexy tempting treat for him, but imagine how much fun you can
have making him an Erotic Meal as a gift for man. The erotic meal can be made with foods that are known to be aphrodisiacs, such as
chocolates, oysters, cilantro, figs, and honey. Once the meal is over, having items like chocolates and honey will definitely add to the
sense of fun when you turn your dinner into a late-night all-he-can-eat dessert buffet.
Love Potion Cocktail Kit
When you need a little help igniting that spark—or want to take things to new heights—indulge yourselves in this liquid aphrodisiac.
This “love potion” features a variety of high-quality ingredients—star anise, paradise seed, rose hips, raw honey—that have been carefully selected for their supposed lust-inducing qualities. Plus, mixing up the beverage is a fun activity for a cold winter afternoon. The
whole kit comes packaged in a pretty cloth bag that can be used to tote the potion to a party, too.
Body Art Is Really Cool Gifts for Men
Body art is an excellent form of expression, but the nasty taste of paint is sure to ruin an evening of fun. Or will it?With Delicious Body
Paints, you can turn an evening of art into an evening of artistic naughty fun. You can enjoy painting each other's bodies with the edible paint, which you will then lick off each other and enjoy the chocolate, strawberry, or caramel flavors.
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MAKEUP TIPS BY PRECIOUS

THE IMPORTANCE OF POWDER
Precious Make up tips
People seem to ignore the importance of accurately applying powder when they wear Makeup. It might be the easiest makeup product to apply but it does a lot. Firstly, getting the right colour to use is
the most important of them all, the right colour help even the skin
tone and colour contrast with the rest of your body.

When applying Powder, you should use your powder brush or your
sponge. Be sure to apply it properly, covering every spot necessary.
It helps by hiding our Oily skin and keeps it hidden for quite long, as
well as with preventing our skin from sweating.
Many people have a tendency of not applying powder especially
after applying foundation because they believe that powder will
make them look dry which is sometimes true especially, hence why
one also needs to have makeup setting spray which will set your
makeup and give you that glow look.
Since makeup is an art, and with it you can do many things. Powder
is one of few makeup products you can contour with it on features
such as your Nose, cheek bones and forehead, but only use darker
shade on the above mentioned using a sponge or a brush. After everything else, blending your powder properly is important.
For More information, Makeup Tutorials and Makeup bookings you
may contact me on 0766920290

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are
now open. For more info contact me on:
Phone 076690290
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane
Facebook at Precious Mcjane
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com /
precious@kaslam.co.za
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Fashion

Meet Michael Dlamini

“Each day, we put on clothes that do more than just
cover up bodies. We choose clothes that represent our
personalities, our moods, the times we live in, our ambitions and our desires. But who are the people behind
the designs we wear every day?
Michael Dlamini is one of the designers who are making
a huge impact in the fashion industry, and whose work
is as controversial, and as influential, as traditional art.”

Born and raised with a black spoon, I am Michael Dlamini in Tsakane, Gauteng, South Africa, on October 28, 1991.considered
one of the most up and coming unconventional and outspoken
fashion designers. I came from humble beginnings.
Raised by single parent who helped the family keep ends meet
by working as a domestic worker. I learned to sew on my
friend’s mother old machine when I was 16, I would redesign my
school pants and make it to suit my preference, and sew curtains. I was fortunately enough to be one of the students at Fumu empowering connection fashion design learnership in 2012
after a gap year.
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I’m bold and unspoken young man, who dreams in colour
and with a big interest in business. I am open minded I
express myself through colour and creativity. A great
team player and hard worker even when solo. I’m Innovative, with a wild imagination always full of new ideas
and always enthusiastic to solve any problem I come
across. I dedicate myself in everything I do, I am diligent
a big risk taker who always get his way. I always try new
things and I am never afraid to fail as I’m always willing
to learn that’s why I am open minded. I’m free spirited
an expressive individual who speaks his mind all the time
and always honest. I am amazingly crazy and never lazy
to think I’m just outstanding cool and fun someone who
loves his mind to the bone.
My proudest achievements is when I started my clothing
brand (Ruffcart), I started building my brand while doing
my fashion design course. I majored in haute couture,
until 2014 after winning Tsakane mall fashion competition, I wanted to try something new then I started designing ready to wear range. I have been casually mentored by one of the best designers in world, Mr Ephraim
Molingoana and worked at the backstage of South African fashion week as part of his team.

Meet the brand (Ruffcart)
Ruffcart is a South African brand registered under the
name of “Ruffcart family holdings” company that is engaged in the design, clothes and accessories manufacturing. The name Ruffcart it’s a made up name, I looked at my
situation at the time and starting a brand without a finance
stability it’s very difficult and realize how rough life can be,
but I still appreciate ART and keep pursuing it. Ruffcart is a
combination of (ruff) situations in life and appreciations of
ART (cart).
Ruffcart markets its products with highly recognized trademark of “lifestyle to do you” and RC logo.
Ruffcart designs it’s more of unisex complex pattern making and unique construction but timeless. The brand proposes fashion as more than a way of dressing or just clothing but creating a lifestyle.
Brand mission: Is to represent Africa and provide the world
with innovative African creativity and qualities.
On the pictures, dressed by Ruffcart and accessories by
Cataleya M.

Ruffcart contacts details
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com
Twitter: @ruffcart
Instagram: Ruffcart Family
Cell: 0744659750
0658828093
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Hip Hop group Skwatta Kamp
return with a new song
In honour of their former group member Nkuli Habedi, better known as
Flabba. 9th March 2018 marked the third year since the tragic death of the
hip hop superstar who passed away on the 9th of March in 2015. The song
is titled ‘There You Go’ and it is an emotive and personal account of how each
of the group members have been affected by his death. They each rap and
reminisce about the kind of person Flabba was and how his character became
a huge part of who they currently are. It debuted on the DJ Fresh Breakfast
Show this morning and has been shown massive love by some Twitter fans.
Some fans have responded to this song expressing how much they missed the
group and the kind of music that they made. The group definitely sound like
they never left, they definitely still got it and maybe they should come back
with it.

Sho Madjozi. HUKU

Following the success of DuMi Hiphone, Tsonga rapper Sho
Madjozi returns with yet another potential club smash titled
Huku. Huku, sticks to the local musician’s roots but the lyrics are in Kiswahili. The song will also feature on the popular
gqom Nation playlist on Apple Music which is regularly updated with hot songs. It's produced by a young bloke from
Port Elizabeth called Msiyana, which means she switched up
the winning formula she had with PS DJZ(Dumi Hi Phone).
Though the production style of both songs do sound alike,
this one with a bit of Qgom influence. We heard the music
video for Huku has been done and dusted. Look out for that
and get the new single from creative genius Sho Madjozi.

DJ CITYLYTS BACK AGAIN
DJ Citi Lyts – Malambane ft. Emtee, LaSauce, Kid Tini, Blaq
Diamond & S’Villa.
After taking a time off and getting his girl Gigi Lamayne
signed into Ambitiouz, Ambitiouz Entertainment disc jockey
Citi Lyts returns with a star studded collaboration titled
Malambane featuring his label mates, father of two, Emtee,
sexy teenager LaSauce, punchline prince Kid Tini, amazing
duo Blaq Diamond and newly signed S’Villa. “Umalambene
uvukile” is what the chorus says, definitely a positive and inspirational track. Kid Tini kills it with the flow & rhyme
scheme as usual, LaSauce does bring in that extra sauce she
possesses and as usual Emtee brings in that effortless magic,
this one is defitly worth being on your playlist. Though the
production/beat sounds like something we’ve heard before,
in fact the song itself sounds like a re-make of “Ugesi”.

MOVIE OF THE MONTH
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Everyone's favorite family of superheroes is back in
"Incredibles 2"--but this time Helen (voice of Holly Hunter) is in
the spotlight, leaving Bob (voice of Craig T. Nelson) at home
with Violet (voice of Sarah Vowell) and Dash (voice of Huck
Milner) to navigate the day-to-day heroics of "normal" life. It's
a tough transistion for everyone, made tougher by the fact that
the family is still unaware of baby Jack-Jack's emerging superpowers. When a new villain hatches a brilliant and dangerous
plot, the family and Frozone (voice of Samuel L. Jackson) must
find a way to work together again--which is easier said than
done, even when they're all Incredible.
Taking place immediately after the first film, the end of which
introduces The Underminer (John Ratzenberger), the Parr family struggles to maintain normal lives while Helen Parr, also
known as Elastigirl, is out fighting crime and campaigning for
the return of supers. Meanwhile, Helen's husband Bob Parr,
also known as Mr. Incredible, remains at home watching their
children Violet, Dash and Jack-Jack, discovering the secret powers of the latter in the process. However, they, along with Frozone (Samuel L. Jackson), will have to battle a new villain with
a sinister plot.
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TECH & GAMES

Samsung has revealed its latest flagship smartphone: the Samsung Galaxy S9. The new phone follows its highly successful Galaxy S8
and could set the bar for Android smartphones for the year to come. The new phone features Samsung's now ubiquitous edge-toedge display, AR emoji, a powerful camera and stylish super-slow motion video. Samsung has said the smartphone will "reinvent the
camera", putting high-spec camera technology front and centre of the new handset.
The Samsung Galaxy S9 will lay down a challenge to Apple's premium iPhone X. It is slightly cheaper at £739, but comes with plenty
of premium specs to make it a major rival to the current Apple line up. For a full review of the Samsung Galaxy S9 click here, for everything else you need to know, read on:
What’s New With The Samsung Galaxy S9?
According to sources speaking to VentureBeat, the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ will include built-in AKG stereo speakers this time
around. Samsung has yet to really leverage its acquisition of Harman International – the parent company behind premium audio
brands like AKG, JBL and Harman/Kardon – which it bought in March 2017.The inclusion of AKG stereo speakers should dramatically
improve the performance of the built-in speakers. The Galaxy S9+ is also tipped to include the same dual-camera set-up that debuted
with the Galaxy Note 8 earlier this year.
According to reports, the cameras will be aligned vertically on the back of both the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ so the fingerprint scanner is positioned beneath the lens. This solves one of our biggest gripes with the Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8+ which placed the fingerprint scanner ludicrously close to the lens. Samsung itself included a warning with the default camera app to remind users to keep
the lens clean, since smudges can negatively impact picture quality.
What’s The Same With The Samsung Galaxy S9?
Out of the box, the new flagship Galaxy S9 series is widely-rumoured to be near-identical to its predecessor. The Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ will purportedly sport the same 5.8-inch and 6.2-inch dual-curved, edge-to-edge Super AMOLED “Infinity Display” as the Galaxy S8 and S8+, respectively.
Both models will keep the 3.5mm headphone port – something previously rumoured to have been ditched in favour of USB-C headphones. Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ will keep the Bixby button, which was introduced last year alongside the artificial assistant of the
same name.
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THE RANGE GETS A FACELIFT

The facelifted Range Rover Sport wears a revised bumper with
reshaped air vents and new LED fog lights. The grille has also
been updated and is flanked by new, slim Matrix Pixel LED
headlights.
New rear taillight clusters are also fitted. On the inside, the
Range Rover Sport will benefit from the fitment of a Touch Pro
Duo infotainment system comprising of two high-definition 10inch touchscreens. The range-topping SVR derivative gets a
performance boost with power from its 5.0-litre supercharged
V8 bumped up by 18 kW from 405 kW to 423 kW. The SVR can
accelerate from zero to 100km/h in 4.5 seconds.
The Range Rover Sport offers luxury, performance and exceptional ‘go-anywhere’ capability. Land Rover has now officially
revealed the facelifted Range Rover Sport with a number of
exterior and interior updates as well as the introduction of a
hybrid model and a more powerful range-topping SVR derivative. Take a look at what has changed.
POWERTRAIN UPDATES
The big news is the introduction of a new Range Rover Sport
Plug-in Hybrid model dubbed the P400e which replaces the
previous SDV6 hybrid diesel model. It’s powered by a 221kW
2.0-litre, 4-cylinder petrol engine and an 85 kW electric motor
and 13.1kWh lithium-ion battery. Total system output is 297 kW
and 640 Nm of torque.
In terms of performance, the all-wheel drive P400e can accelerate from zero to 100 kph in 6.7 seconds with a top speed of
220 kph. The P400e offers an electric range of 51 km and can
be charged up in about 2 hours and 45 minutes. Land Rover
claims a fuel consumption figure of 2.8 L/100 km.

Much like the current range, a choice of petrol and diesel engines will be offered. On the diesel front there’s the entry-level
2.0-litre SD4 and two 3.0-litre options seen in the TDV6 and
SDV6 while the 4.4-litre SDV8 tops the diesel offering with 249
kW and 700 Nm of torque.
The petrol engine range starts with a 221kW 2.0-litre engine,
the same use in the new P400e. A supercharged 3.0-litre V6
engine with 250 kW and 450 Nm or torque will be offered
alongside a more powerful 5.0-litre V8 supercharged engine
with 386 kW and 625 Nm of torque.
The range-topping SVR derivative gets a performance boost
with power from its 5.0-litre supercharged V8 bumped up by
18 kW from 405 kW to 423 kW. The SVR can accelerate from
zero to 100 kph in 4.5 seconds
Two 10-inch touchscreens are fitted which not only reduce the
amount of buttons in the cabin, but also house the majority of
functions. The facelifted Range Rover Sport wears a revised
bumper with reshaped air vents and new LED fog lights. The
grille has also been updated and is flanked by new, slim Matrix
Pixel LED headlights. New rear taillight clusters are also fitted.
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The Cape Verde Islands
Cape Verde or Cabo Verde, officially the Republic of Cabo
Verde,[9] is an island country spanning an archipelago of 10
volcanic islands in the central Atlantic Ocean. Located 570 kilometres (350 mi) west of the Cape Verde Peninsula in West Africa, the islands cover a combined area of slightly over 4,000
square kilometres (1,500 sq mi).
Cape Verde is made up of 10 isles floating in the Atlantic Ocean,
500 kilometres off the coast of Senegal. They’re still fairly new
to the travel circuit, but with their out-of-this-world beaches
and lively surf, they’re quickly making a name for themselves.
Sal
Cape Verde’s most popular island is Sal, which is known for its
striking, moon-like landscape. It’s dotted with colourful, cobbled towns, like Santa Maria on the southern shores, where
you’ll find surf shops, traditional restaurants and a pretty
square lined with al fresco cafés. The main attraction, though,
is the beach, which stretches along the coast for eight kilometres.
Boa Vista
You’ll find plenty more in the way of beaches over on Boa
Vista, which translates to ‘beautiful view’. In fact, the sugarcoloured sands here halo the coastline for 55 uninterrupted
kilometres. Praia Chave deserves a special mention, thanks to
its creamy swathes and shape-shifting dunes.
Cultural melting pot
Whichever island you opt for, expect a melting pot of cultures.
The Portuguese originally discovered Cape Verde, so there’s a
mixture of African, Brazilian and Portuguese influences. You’ll
see it in the island’s music, fashion and – perhaps most clearly –
the food.

What Is Muesli, Anyway?
Muesli (pronounced Mews-li) is a fiber- and protein-rich breakfast
and brunch option based on raw, rolled oats and other diverse
breakfast ingredients.
What began as a dry cereal made from toasted whole oats, nuts,
fruit, and wheat flakes, muesli has evolved to become a hodgepodge of a breakfast option with tons of combinations that can
be soaked and essentially marinated overnight. Think grains,
fresh or dried fruits, seeds, and nuts. The concoction, which is full
of vitamins, iron, and magnesium, can also be mixed together
with milk (soy, almond, or cow), or yogurt or fruit juice, and left
in the fridge overnight.
Muesli is often likened to granola, but it’s typically a more natural
option with less sugar, making it the healthier option of the two.
So, why else should you favor this mish-mash first thing in the
morning? Here are eight other reasons you should be waking up
to muesli tomorrow morning.
It’s Healthier Than Other Cereals
Sugary cereals and delicacies from your local doughnut shop may
be tempting, but they’re full of sugar, and who knows what else.
Muesli often has less sugar and fewer calories than pastries and
breakfast sandwiches. Plus, since you control your concoction,
you can make sure nothing processed or full of sugar makes its
way into your meal.
It’s High in Fiber and Whole Grains
While it’s hard to gauge exactly how much fiber is in muesli because there are so many different combinations one can make,
the

dish is typically high in fiber and whole grains — both of which are
good for your digestive system. Fiber and whole grains can regulate your digestive tract.
You’ll Stay Fuller, Longer
Not only do fiber and whole grains help keep your tummy in
check, they’re also filling. You won’t find yourself starving for a
doughnut shortly after eating.
Additionally, raw oats contain a ton of resistant starch, making
muesli an extremely filling breakfast that takes a long time to digest. As the resistant starch is broken down in your stomach, digestive acids that suppress your appetite are released and your
metabolism speeds up, so you’ll burn more calories in less time.
Data from the NHANES study revealed that oat consumption is
related to a lower weight in adults.
It’s Good for Your Heart
Muesli contains oat bran, which includes an oat fiber called betaglucan.
According to studies, beta-glucan can help reduce cholesterol
levels by up to 10 percent. By eating muesli regularly, you’ll be
drastically improving your heart health. Do your heart another
favor and add lemon juice to your mixture. Adding vitamin C can
help lower your cholesterol too, boosting your heart health even
more.
You’ll Consume More Nutrients
Since you can essentially marinate muesli like a steak by soaking it
overnight, the good nutrients have more time to get absorbed.
Any “antinutrients” that interfere with digestive enzymes or inhibit mineral absorption can become deactivated.
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Social Media Highlight

Like &
Suggest a
Profile on
Our facebook
Page and you
Could win
Airtime
Worth
R100

@LESEGOCHARLIE
She embodies a true fitness lifestyle.
You can clearly see her
transformation on her
Instagram page.
It’s almost impossible for
haters to hate
on her insta.
Bangene mntwana
Keep slaying.

